
OPTICAL FRAMES 



ARCADIO OPTICAL FRAME & 

SUNGLASSES ELEVATE YOUR STYLE 

QUOTIENT AS NOTHING ELSE CAN 

EYES TO THE 
FINEST EYEWEAR 

OPEN YOUR 

Wherever you are, be in the spolight  

with ARCADIO eyewear. Created with  

class, using highly evolved techniques,  

ARCADIO eyewear makes you look  

spectacular.  And feel superior. Go for  

ARCADIO eyewear. You are sure to 

turn  many eyes green with envy. 





Sophisticatedly designed temple for an outstanding  

look. 

 

The sunglass clip-on made of premium ultem 

material makes it unbreakable, flexible and durable. 

 

The simple rectangle-shaped frame  is designed in  

the lustrous colors making you look younger,  

vibrant and cooler.  

 

The most advanced magnetic clip-on glasses make  

you involved in different activities be it outdoor or  

indoor. 

 

They are extremely convenient to use, as they  

can be easily transformed into stylish sunglasses  

with a magnetic clip-on that bond instantly. 

 

These rectangular glasses are embedded with  

polarized lenses to protect your eyes and  

provide clarity during bright sunlight. 

 

52 17 140 Case 



SE777BK 

SE777RD 

SE777GM 



50 21 142 Case 

Round Unisex HD Acetate frame - SF 4441 

The Full Rim Round frame is a fashion favorite for all who embrace trending styles. 

HIGH DENSITY Acetate Frame, A Hi-tech material combined with the classic acetate material is the 

next generation eyewear to meet the ultimate lifestyle fashion and comfort solution.  

HD acetate frames are highly durable with excellent elasticity, great strength and hypoallergenic, thus 

forming the perfect pair of eyewear 

This unisex round full rimmed glasses are constructed with tremendous Skull-fit and saddle nose bridge 

with classic combination of colors with the special T-logo for ultra-trendy look on anyone. 



SF4441 RD 

SF4441 BK 

SF4441 DM 



Women Color-Bust Fin Tale HD Acetate Frame - SF 4449 

49 16 135 Case 

Frame that’s designed specially for women are versatile and their union of colors which gives a 

unique charm to your personality and mot specifically in your eyes  

HIGH DENSITY Acetate Frame, A Hi-tech material combined with the classic acetate material is the 

next generation eyewear to meet the ultimate lifestyle fashion and comfort solution.  

HD acetate frames are highly durable with excellent elasticity, great strength and hypoallergenic, 

thus forming the perfect pair of eyewear 

The rectangular full rimmed glasses are constructed with tremendous Skull-fit and modified saddle 

nose bridge combines style with sophistication.  



SF4449 WR 

SF4449 BL 

SF4449 PK 



Trendy Rectangle HD Acetate Frame - SF 4448 

52 17 145 Case 

This versatile frame fits best on all face shape and their union of colors that gives a unique charm to 

your personality. 

HIGH DENSITY Acetate Frame, A Hi-tech material combined with the classic acetate material is the 

next generation eyewear to meet the ultimate lifestyle fashion and comfort solution.  

HD acetate frames are highly durable with excellent elasticity, great strength and hypoallergenic, 

thus forming the perfect pair of eyewear 

These unisex rectangular full rimmed glasses are constructed with tremendous Skull-fit and modified 

saddle nose bridge combines style with sophistication.  



SF4448RD 

SF4448BK 

SF4448BL 



Reinventing the timeless classic with the double bridge round modern retro frames inspired 

from late 70’s style.  

Two-tone special plating on premium corrosion-free stainless steel with acetate temple. 

Durable and light-weight, perfect for everyday wear 

Featured with adjustable nose pads and inbuilt  flexible hinge for ultra comfort. 

50 19 148 Case 

Timeless classic double bridge round two tone metal frameFF367 



FF367BR 

FF367BK  

FF367GD 

FF367BL 



FF368BK 

FF368BR 

FF367GD 

FF368RG 



Tri-color Sandwich HD Acetate Frame - SF 4444 

51 17 140 Case 

This tri-color sandwich frame is skillfully constructed with the shark-fin design temple that exhibits 

the color charm look with a playful streak. 

HIGH DENSITY Acetate Frame, A Hi-tech material combined with the classic acetate material is the 

next generation eyewear to meet the ultimate lifestyle fashion and comfort solution.  

HD acetate frames are highly durable with excellent elasticity, great strength and hypoallergenic, 

thus forming the perfect pair of eyewear 

These unisex rectangular frame is constructed with tremendous Skull-fit and modified saddle nose 

bridge, combines style with sophistication for a  perfect long hours. 



SF4444 GR 

SF4444 WR 

SF4444 BL 



Half-Rim HD Acetate Frame - SF 4446 

50 18 130 Case 

This unisex rectangular half-rimmed frame provides tremendous Skull-fit.  

Designed and constructed skillfully, these glasses are the perfect long hour work wear while the 

subtle color creates an extraordinary nerdy look. 

HIGH DENSITY Acetate Frame, A Hi-tech material combined with the classic acetate material is the 

next generation eyewear to meet the ultimate lifestyle fashion and comfort solution.  

HD acetate frames are highly durable with excellent elasticity, great strength and hypoallergenic, 

thus forming the perfect pair of eyewear. 



SF4446BK 

SF4446BL 

SF4446GY 

SF4446RD 



Women Soft Cat-Eye HD Acetate Frame - SF 4450 

51 16 140 Case 

Perfectly designed for women, these modish frame enchants your look with plethora of colors and 

elegant designs.  

HIGH DENSITY Acetate Frame, A Hi-tech material combined with the classic acetate material is the 

next generation eyewear to meet the ultimate lifestyle fashion and comfort solution.  

HD acetate frames are highly durable with excellent elasticity, great strength and hypoallergenic, 

thus forming the perfect pair of eyewear 

The modified full rimmed glasses are constructed with tremendous Skull-fit and saddle nose bridge, 

combines style with sophistication.  



SF4450 BL 

SF4450 BR 

SF4450 DM 



48 17 130 Case 

Teen-Fun Unisex HD Acetate Frame - SF 4440 

This Super fun style frame is specially made for the teens for a  minimalistic look on the face that 

comes in combination of colors. 

HIGH DENSITY Acetate Frame, A Hi-tech material combined with the classic acetate material is the 

next generation eyewear to meet the ultimate lifestyle fashion and comfort solution.  

HD acetate frames are highly durable with excellent elasticity, great strength and hypoallergenic, 

thus forming the perfect pair of eyewear 

These rectangular full rimmed glasses are constructed with tremendous Skull-fit and modified saddle 

nose bridge combines style with sophistication.  



SF4440 RD 

SF4440 BK 

SF4440 BL 

SF4440 GY 



52 18 140 Case 

Exceptionally sturdy and sleek rimless frame - RL139 

The neat frame design is quintessentially stylish that streamlines your eccentric 

personality.  

Created with sturdy stainless steel front and handmade acetate 

These frame is durable and have impact resistance.  

The frames are entrenched with adjustable nose pads, which ensures that there are 

no marks on nose left after wearing them for a long duration.  

Also, the rimless structure makes it light and comfortable. 



RL139BK 

RL139BL 

RL139RD 



Royal Awe-inspiring metal rimless frame – RL140 

The Rimless rectangle frame suggests versatility with elegance like no other.  

The contemporary temple design with 3 variants of gold, blue and black pulls up the look like nothing but 

neat.  

The ultra-light frame makes a statement that blend colors and pattern for an eyewear collection that is 

vibrant and classy.  

Combination of a sleek straight top self-design temple with adjustable nose pads made with a flex hinge is 

just a true comfort and flexibility.  

52 17 140 Case 



RL140BK 

RL140BL 

RL140GD 



Tri-Colored acetate Fashion Frame - SF4412 

52 17 140 Case 

Beautifully crafted tri-colored fashion frame gives minimalistic appeal and high-quality 

performance. 

Modified saddle nose-bridge keeps the wearing stress and strain away.  

The frame is crafted with hand-made acetate which is significantly lighter, more flexible 

and 100% hypoallergenic. 

The nose-bridge entrenched and designed so it sits perfectly on the nose to provide a 

comfortable, stress-free experience all day long.  



SF4412BL 

SF4412GY 

SF4412GR 

SF4412BR 



SF4415BK 

Flyer Flex rectangle full frame - SF4415 

52 16 140 Case 

SF4415BL 

The fyler flex collection crafted with ultem material. 

Feather-light and are super flexible besides being strong. 

Exceptionally crafted temple with an interesting  mix of design. 

Specifically for people who have to wear eyeglasses all day long. 

ARCADIO flyer flex collection showcases extremely sleek, flexible and 

strong frames in innumerable styles and colors to suit your personality. 

 



52 16 140 Case 

SF4415BK 

SF4415BL 

Flyer Flex Air light rectangle frame SF4416 

The fyler flex collection crafted with ultem material. 

Feather-light and are super flexible besides being strong. 

Exceptionally crafted temple with an interesting  mix of design. 

Specifically designed for people who have to wear eyeglasses all day long. 

ARCADIO flyer flex collection showcases extremely sleek, flexible and strong 

frames in innumerable styles and colors to suit your personality. 



Flyer Flex feather light frame-SF4421 

52 16 140 Case 

SF4421BK 

SF4421BR 

SF4421BL 



53 16 140 Case 

SF4433BL 

SF4433RD 

SF4433BR 

SF4433BK 

Flyer Flex ultem rectangle frame - SF 4433 



Teen-Fun Geeky Unisex HD Acetate Frame - SF 4443 

50 16 138 Case 

The smart combination of geeky and chic together make this frame balance both aspects of your 

personality effortlessly. 

HIGH DENSITY Acetate Frame, A Hi-tech material combined with the classic acetate material is the 

next generation eyewear to meet the ultimate lifestyle fashion and comfort solution.  

HD acetate frames are highly durable with excellent elasticity, great strength and hypoallergenic, 

thus forming the perfect pair of eyewear. 

These unisex rectangular full rimmed glasses are constructed with tremendous Skull-fit and modified 

saddle nose bridge, combines style with sophistication.  



SF4443 GY 

SF4443 BL 

SF4443 RD 



SF4420BK 

SF4420BL 

Flyer Flex dual rimed oval shaped frame - SF 4420  

50 20 140 Case 

The fyler flex collection is crafted with the combination of ultem & stainless steel material. 

Feather-light and are super flexible besides being strong. 

Specifically designed for people who have to wear eyeglasses all day long. 

ARCADIO flyer flex collection showcases extremely sleek, flexible and strong frames in 

innumerable styles and colors to suit your personality. 

The modern nose-bridge and temples offer a comfortable and stress-free eyewear experience 



50 18 140 Case 

Flyer Flex ultem stainless steel frame - SF4434 

SF4434MB 

SF4434BK 

SF4434BL 



52 18 140 Case 

The fyler flex collection is a classy yet attractive frame.  

Its rectangular shape with curved edges delivers an intellectual look, whereas its rimmed frames make it 

trendy at the same time.  

Crafted with Ultem material, these chic pair is feather-light and are super flexible besides being strong.  

You can carry these eyeglasses with any outfit, be it formal or regular jeans and tee to appear subtle and 

nifty.  

 

Fyler flex - Rimmed air light frame SF4417 

SF 4417BL 

SF4417BK 

 

 



52 20 142 Case 

Flyer flex Double-Rim rectangle Frame - SF4419 

The fyler flex collection Crafted with Ultem material and stainless steel. 

Designed in perfection the ultra light double rim rectangle frame  pops out the trendy yet a classy 

outlook. 

Specifically designed for people who have to wear eyeglasses all day long. 

ARCADIO flyer flex collection showcases extremely sleek, flexible and strong frames in 

innumerable styles and colours to suit your personality. 

 



SF4419BR 

SF4419BK 

SF4419BL 



53 18 140 Case 

Flyer flex Double bridge Hi-fashion rectangle frame SF 4418 

 

                                                                             

The fyler flex collection is a classy yet attractive frame.  

Its rectangular double bridge shape with curved edges delivers an intellectual look as well as 

making it trendy at the same time.  

Crafted with ultem material, these chic pair is feather-light and are super flexible besides being 

strong.  

You can carry these eyeglasses with any outfit, be it formal or regular jeans and tee to appear 

subtle and nifty.  

 

SF4418BK 
SF4418BL 



52 18 140 Case 

SF4432BL 

SF4432MB 

SF4432BR 

SF4432BK 

 Flyer Flex double bridge Rectangle frame – SF4432 



51 18 140 Case 

Sporty Air light rectangle full frame - SF4424 

The sporty air-light rectangle full frame makes you look sharp & smart. 

Performance style design for active men and for those who are passionate of  

outdoor sports activities 

These versatile frames made with TR90 provides high-quality performance  

It is lightweight, strong and flexible making it easy for all your moves.  



SF4424BK 

SF4424GY 

SF4424BL 

SF4424RD 



53 18 135 Case 

Sporty Air-light Rectangle Full Frame - SF4425 

SF4425BK 

SF4425RD 

SF4425BR 



51 17 140 Case 

Effortlessly carried fashion flaunted its way back yet again in fashion.  

Made with rich hand-made acetate and spruce up the retro look inspired by that era with the suave 

hot color with golden full rim cat eye from  perfect for any occasion. 

The ultra-light frame makes a statement that blend colors and pattern for an eyewear collection that 

is vibrant and classy.  

Made with high-grade acetate. i.e acetate is significantly lighter, more flexible 

and 100% hypoallergenic. 

 

Golden rim cat eye retro edition frame - SF4428 



SF4428BK 

SF4428BL 

SF4428PL 



52 17 140 Case 

 TRI-COLOR designer acetate frame for women - SF4429  

The tri-colour design with rolled temple keeps these glasses modern, unique and comfortable. 

The frame is crafted with hand-made acetate which is significantly lighter, more flexible 

and 100% hypoallergenic. 

The modified saddle nose-bridge entrenched with pads sits on the nose comfortably and offsets the 

wearing stress. 

You can carry these eyeglasses with any outfit, be it formal or regular jeans and tee to appear subtle 

and nifty 



SF4429BK 

SF4428PL 

SF4429BL 



These Cat-eye full rim eyeglasses to take away all the limelight as you walk in the crowd of  
trendsetters with its ever attractive fresh colour.  
Made of TR-90 is durable, light-weight besides being strong. 
Perfect color combination to carry with all your looks. 
Perfectly sits on the nose that makes it comfortable and offsets the wearing stress. 
 
 

48 14 124 Case 



SF4438BK 

SF4428PL 

SF4438BL 

SF4438BG 



Flyer Flex - Matte Fade Away -  SF4439 

51 16 138 Case 

Upgrade your style-bar with these chic and ever-trendy combination of colored glasses by 

ARCADIO which will make you the center of attraction. 

The matte fade away design on the frame keeps these glasses chic, Classy and unique.  

The modified Cat-eye full rim eyeglasses to take away all the limelight as you walk in the crowd   

of trendsetters with its ever attractive fresh colour.  

Made of TR-90 is durable, light-weight besides being strong. 

Perfectly sits on the nose that makes it comfortable and offsets the wearing stress. 

 

 



SF4439BR 

SF4439BK 

SF4439PL 

SF4439BL 



Majestic designer two-tone metal half rim frame – SP2224 
52 17 140 Case 

versatile & elegantly designed two-tone Half frame is the best seller. 

The neat frame design is quintessentially stylish that streamlines your eccentric personality.  

Created with sturdy stainless steel front and flexible acetate temple. 

These specs are durable and have impact resistance.  

The frames are entrenched with adjustable nose pads, which ensures that there are no 

marks on nose left after wearing them for a long duration.  



SP2224BK 

SP2224BL 

SP2224GD 



Exceptionally sturdy and sleek half-rim frame – SP2227 

Get the exceptionally Sturdy and redefined look with Arcadio Half-rim Frame. 

The neat half frame design is quintessentially stylish that streamlines your 

eccentric personality.  

Created with sturdy stainless steel front and flexible acetate temple. 

These specs are durable and have impact resistance.  

The frames are entrenched with adjustable nose pads, which ensures that there 

are no marks on nose left after wearing them for a long duration.  

51 18 140 Case 



SP2227BK 

SP2227RD 

SP2227BL 



Two-tone metal half frame – SP2228 

The half-rim two tone rectangle frame suggests versatility with elegance like no 

other. 

The contemporary temple design with 3 colour matching bridge with gold blue and 

black.  

The ultra-light half-frames make a statement that blend colours and pattern for an 

eyewear collection that is vibrant and classy.  

Combination of a sleek straight top temple with the self-design bottom patterned 

makes it an interesting mix.  

Featured with adjustable nose pads and made with flex hinge for true comfort and 

flexibility.  

52 17 140 Case 



SP2228BL 

SP2228GD 

SP2228BK 



Sleek and subtle half frame – SP2229 

52 17 140 Case 

Extremely comfortable sleek and subtle half frame made with stainless steel & acetate 

material, engineered for superior performance.  

Exceptionally crafted temple with an interesting  mix of design 

These half rims possess a clean and crisp design to keep your look minimalistic yet fun.  

These Half-rim frames are extremely light with a firm grasp.  

Its comfortable nose pads give assurance of stress-free eyewear journey.  

Highly convenient for use by both men and women with an active lifestyle.  

The range includes spunky and trendy colors and patterns on the temples for an 

unparalleled appeal. 



SP2229BL 

SP2229BK 

SP2229RD 



Dual color fizz half-rim frame – SP2230 

Extremely comfortable and stylish dual color flizz frame made with stainless steel 

engineered for superior performance.  

These half rims possess a clean and crisp design to keep your look minimalistic yet 

fun.  

With super flexible construction, these Half-rim frames are extremely light with a 

firm grasp.  

Its comfortable nose pads give assurance of stress-free eyewear journey.  

Highly convenient for use by both men and women with an active lifestyle.  

The range includes spunky and trendy colors and patterns on the temples for an 

unparalleled appeal. 

52 17 140 Case 



SP2230BK 

SP2230RD 

SP2230BL 



Editorial two-tone round half rim frame – SP2231 

Trendy and out-of-the-box creation.  

An absolute eye-catcher comes in 4 classic colors nothing less than a phenomenon. 

Two-tone special plating on premium corrosion-free stainless steel with acetate temple. 

Be it an editorial meeting or a potluck party, this pair of eyeglasses is a win-win.  

These are easy to handle, sassy and sophisticated. 

Featured with adjustable nose pads for true comfort and flexibility 

48 20 140 Case 



SP2231BK 

SP2231RG 

SP2231BR 

SP2231GD 



Teen-Fun Two-Tone Unisex HD Acetate Frame - SF 4445 

51 16 140 Case 

Be it casual, formal or outdoorsy, frames like these stay with you all along the transition make the teens 
exhibit both nerdy and chic with the minimalistic look.  
HIGH DENSITY Acetate Frame, A Hi-tech material combined with the classic acetate material is the next 
generation eyewear to meet the ultimate lifestyle fashion and comfort solution.  
HD acetate frames are highly durable with excellent elasticity, great strength and hypoallergenic, thus forming 
the perfect pair of eyewear 
These Single-Vision unisex rectangular frames are constructed with tremendous Skull-fit and modified saddle 
nose bridge, combines style with sophistication.  



SF4445 RD 

SF4445 GY 

SF4445 BK 

SF4445 BL 



This ultra light and elegant rimless frame reflects the latest trends in contemporary designer 

eyewear. 

The temples are made of high quality ultem material and have an interesting  mix of       

design at earpeice for unbeatable comfort and grip. 

Ultem temple provides exceptional flexibility, flame retardancy, resistance 

to chemicals, heat and UV light. 

Featured with adjustable nose pads for true comfort and flexibility. 

Especially designed for people who have to wear eyeglasses all day long. 

Ultra Light Ultem Rimless Frame-RL138 

52 17 140 Case 



RL138GM 

RL138GD 

RL138RD 

RL138GY 



Ultem Frame  Tough, Durable and Lightweight - SF4413 

52 
18 

145 

Crafted with ultra light ultem front that provides exceptional flexibility,  flame 

retardancy, resistance to chemicals, heat and UV light. 

Durable and light-weight stainless steel temple arms. Especially designed for  people 

who have to wear eyeglasses all day long 

Ultem earpiece can keep the eyewear firm on your face. The nosepads are 

uniquely shaped like wings and unobtrusive 

Case 



SF4413BL 

SF4413MB 

SF4413BK 



This premium bold two-tone style acetate frame. brilliant highlight colors 

on the temple with subtle "shark fin" temple design 

The vibrant colour palette makes this model a fun, gritty accessory. 

Made with high-grade acetate. i.e acetate is significantly lighter, more flexible 

and 100% hypoallergenic 

Fitted with spring hinges for true comfort and flexibility 

Bold Two-Tone Acetate Frame - SF4414 

52 16 140 Case 



SF4414BL 

SF4414BK 

SF4414PL 

SF4414RD 



Carbon Evolution Sporty rimless frame - RL135 

True combination of technology and materials - Carbon fiber temple  

structured by soft rubber 

Sporty design for true comfort, durable and light-weight, perfect for everyday wear 

Adjustable rubber end-tip with engraved ARCADIO logo 

Featured with adjustable nose pads 

52 17 140 Case 



RL135BK 

RL135BL 

RL135GD 

RL135GM 



Sporty Rubbermatic Rimless Frame - RL136 

Modern material combination - Made from premium melt free  rubbermatic 

material 

Premium sporty design for unbeatable comfort and flexibility 

Sporty, durable and light-weight   

Featured with adjustable nose pads   

Comes with ARCADIO die logo 

Case 52 17 140 



RL136YG 

RL136BL 

RL136GY 

RL136RD 



Classic ultra-thin rimless titanium frame - RL137 

Made from Titanium, Sleek and thin design 

Ideal for Bi-focal power and for excelent coverage 

Titanium - High strength to weight ratio, also highly resistance to corrosion 

Durable and light-weight, perfect for everyday wear  

Featured with adjustable nose pads 

Case 52 17 145 



RL137BK 

RL137GM 

RL137GD 





Designer master piece hand made acetate frame - SF4403 

53 16 140 Case 

A master piece – innovative & elegent 

Detailed enamel temple design gives the outstanding look and feel 

unique multi layered sandwiched hand made acetate frame   

Made from natural acetate - 100% non-toxic and non-allergenic  Fitted with 

spring hinges for true comfort and flexibility 

Stylish and durable, making them perfect for everyday wear 



SF4403BL 

SF4403GY 

SF4403BK 



Redefined Hi- fashion designer acetate frame for women SF4405 

51 16 140 Case 

New age soft cat shape with designer metal decor in the temple 

Made from premium hand made Acetate - 100% non-toxic and non-allergenic   

Fitted with spring hinges for true comfort and flexibility 

Sturdy and light-weight, making them perfect for everyday wear. 

Redefined Hi- fashion designer frame for an elegant women 



SF4405BK 

SF4405BG 

SF4405BL 

SF4405PL 



Elegant acetate frame with sleek titanium temple - SF4408 

Unique comination of titanium temple with acetate front 

New dimension of unparalleled comfort, style and fashion 

Titanium - High strength to weight ratio, highly resistance to corrosion acetate & 

100% non-toxic, non-allergenic. 

Sleek design, durable and lightweight, perfect for everyday wear 

Thin, comfortable and adjustable end tip 

53 16 145 Case 



SF4408BK 

SF4408GM 



Fashion feminine half frame with two tone front with acetate temple-SP2214 

New Iconic two tone design emphasise the perfect blend between  retro and 

feminine allure 

Soft cat eye shape 

Elegent and refined color palette with bi-color effects on front, top bar in 

tone with acetate temple 

Very light structure to make the style really comfortable to wear 

Fitted with flex hinges for true comfort and flexibility and 

with adjustable nose pads 

50 17 135 Case 



SP2214BL 

SP2214BK 

SP2214PK 



This uber cool geek rectangular frames are crafted from stainless steel front and  

premium acetate temple, making them extremely rugged and durable. 

The vibrant matte colour palette makes this model a fun, gritty accessory 

Special shaped hinge can keep smooth moves and prevent screws from being loose. 

Especially designed for progressive power and for people with active lifestyle. 

Uber Cool Geek Half Frame -SP2226 

53 17 145 Case 



SP2226RD 

SP2226GY 

SP2226BL 



Perfect frame if you are looking for sporty, lightweight, high performance eyewear 

Made from unique combination of ultra lightweight copper and nickel base 

metal. These compounds are super heated to create a durable frame. 

Corrosion resistant, strong, and easily adjustable.  

It retains its stability and shape.  

The special design temple increases grip with moisture, prevent sliding when 

exposed to perspiration. 

Designed to maximise optical performance by holding the lenses in precise  optical alignment. 

Progressive friendly, Rectangular lenses will suit most face shapes. 

Sporty Lightweight Durable High Performance Frame - SP2203 

51 19 138 Case 



SP2203RD 

SP2203BL 

SP2203BK 



Retro style ultra thin full rim rectangle frame - FF366 

 

Made from premium corrosion free stainless steel with special plating  Signature 

ARCADIO metal logo in the temple tip 

Durable and light-weight, perfect for everyday wear  

Featured with adjustable nose pads 

52 18 145 Case 



FF366BL 

FF366BK 

FF366GD 



Ultra Light Ultem Half-Rim frame  - SP2225 

52 17 140 Case 

The striking rectangular ultra light half frames makes a statement that blend colors and 

pattern for an eyewear collection that is vibrant and playful. 

The temples are made of high quality ultem material and have an interesting  mix of 

design at earpeice for unbeatable comfort and grip. 

Ultem temple provides exceptional flexibility, flame retardancy, resistance 

to chemicals, heat and UV light. 

Featured with adjustable nose pads for true comfort and flexibility. 

Especially designed for people who have to wear eyeglasses all day long. 
 



SP2225RD 

SP2225OR 

SP2225GM 

SP2225GD 



Carbon Evolution - Sporty half frame - SP2221 

True combination of technology and materials - Carbon fibe temple  

structured by soft rubber 

Sporty design for true comfort 

Adjustable rubber end-tip with engraved ARCADIO logo 

Durable and light-weight, perfect for everyday wear 

52 17 140 Case 



SP2221BL 

SP2221BK 

SP2221GM 



Sporty rubbermatic half frame - SP2222 

Functional elegance meets modern material combinations 

Made from rubbermatic material with premium sporty design decor for  ultra 

comfort and gives you an unbeatable fitness 

Featured with adjustable nose pads 

Rubbermatic, Durable and light-weight 

Comes with ARCADIO die logo 

44 16 125 Case 



SP2222BL 

SP2222RD 

SP2222GY 

SP2222GR 



New age 3-POINT FIT sporty half frame  - SP2202 

Engineered to maintain a comfrotable, secure 3-POINT FIT 

Performance style design for active men and for those who are passionate of  outdoor 

sports activities 

The intergated invisible flex hinge built in the temple for seamless style  and 

overall sense of comfort and fit 

Stick free and sweat proof temple tip for ultra comfort and grip 

Made of copper that make it highly durable and for life long wear 

54 18 135 Case 



SP2202RD 

SP2202BL 

SP2202GM 

SP2202BK 



Designer Two Tone Half Frame for Youth - SP254 

50 18 135 Case 

This designer two tone half rectangular frames are crafted from stainless steel 

front and designer acetate temple. 

The vibrant temple design and colour palette makes this model a fun, gritty accessory 

Special shaped hinge can keep smooth moves and prevent screws from being loose. 

Featured with adjustable nose pads for true comfort and flexibility. 



SP254RD 

SP254GY 

SP254BL 



Sophisticated and Stylish Rimless Frame - RL125 

51 17 140 Case 

Sophisticated, stylish, light weight and comfortable rimless frame. 

The temple arms are made of high quality and durable stainless steel and have 

an interesting mix of design in the front and in the earpeice. 

Featured with adjustable silicon nose pads for true comfort and flexibility. 

Especially designed for people who have to wear eyeglasses all day long. 



RL125BL 

RL125BK 

RL125RD 

RL125GD 



Performance style design for active men and for those who are passionate of  outdoor 

sports activities 

Made from high quality light-weight metal with premium acetate at the end 

Fitted with spring hinges for true comfort and flexibility 

Durable and light-weight, perfect for everyday wear  

Featured with adjustable nose pads 

Sporty metal half frame - SP2204 

52 18 140 Case 



SP2204BK 

SP2204GM 

SP2204RD 



Trendy and colourfull shell frame - SF4407 

This elegant shell frame model reflects the latest trends in contemporary designer eyewear 

The vibrant colour palette makes this model a fun, gritty accessory 

Material used for the frame is high-grade injected acetate. In comparison 

to plastic, acetate is significantly lighter, more flexible and 100% hypoallergenic 

Fitted with spring hinges for true comfort and flexibility 

Durable and light-weight, perfect for everyday wear 

48 17 138 Case 



SF4407RD 

SF4407GY 

SF4407BL 

SF4407BK 



Trendy acetate frame for modern women - SF496 

51 16 140 Case 

SF496BG 

SF496BL 

SF496BK 



Fashion acetate frame for modern women - SF497 

51 16 140 Case 

SF497BG 

SF496BK 

SF496PL 



Multi-layered handmade acetate rectangular frame - SF498 

52 17 140 Case 

SF498GN 

SF498RD 

SF498BK 





Designer titanium half frame - SP274 

Made from Titanium, Sleek and thin design 

Ideal for Bi-focal power and for excelent coverage 

Titanium - High strength to weight ratio, also highly resistance to corrosion 

Durable and light-weight, perfect for everyday wear  

Featured with adjustable nose pads 

Case 54 19 142 



SP274BL 

SP274BR 

SP274BK 

SP274SL 



Retro handmade acetate round frame - SF499 

59 20 140 Case 

SF499DM 

SF499BK 

SF499MB 



Retro style acetate frame  - SF4402 

47 22 140 Case 

SF4402 BK 

SF498 BR 



High bridge acetate frame - SF4406 

50 22 140 Case 

SF4406BK 

SF4406DM 

SF4406MB 



Metal half frame with designer temple decor - SP2209 

52 17 140 Case 

SP2209RD 

SP2209NY 

SP2209GM 



Floral design women half frame - SP2210 

50 16 140 Case 

SP2210PL 

SP2210BR 

SP2210BK 

SP2210BL 



52 15 135 Case 

SP2209G

M 

SF490BL 

SF490WT 

SF490RD 

SF490BK 

New age soft cat eye shape with sleek metal two tone temple SF490 



Sporty rimless frame - RL131 

53 16 144 Case 

RL131GN 

RL131BL 

RL131GM 

RL131BR 



Classy & elegant retro frame - SF475 

49 18 145 Case 

SF475GD 

SF475BL 

SF475DM 

SF475BK 



Sleek thin trendy rimless frame - RL129 

51 17 140 Case 

RL129GD 

RL129BL 

RL129RD 





Ultra lite trendy women frame - SF482 

49 19 138 Case 

SF482P

L 

SF482BG 

SF482GY 

SF482PL 

SF482BL 



Super light full frame - SF473 

53 16 140 Case 

SF473BL 

SF473MB 



High fashion sporty two tone frame  - SF487 

53 18 145 Case 

SF487RD 

SF487GY 

SF487NY 



48 17 130 Case 

SP288RD 

SP288GY 

SP288BK 

Stunning anglical strips half frame - SP288 

SP288BL 



Special rectangle sporty half frame - SP278 

53 17 148 Case 

SP278RD 

SP278BL 

SP278BL 



Multi-color sandwiched handmade acetate shell frame - SF450 

50 16 143 Case 

SF450GR 

SF450BW 

SF450BL 

SF450PL 



53 17 145 Case 

SP297OR 

SP297GY 

SP297BL 

SP297RD 

Sporty and light-weight half frame - SP297 



49 17 132 Case 

FF360RD 

FF360GN 

FF360BK 

FF360BL 

Sporty two tone full frame ideal for teens- FF360 





Premium Titanium half frame - SP277 

52 19 142 Case 

SP277BK 

SP277BR 

SP277GM 



Sleek metal half frame - SP282 

53 17 140 Case 

SP282BK 

SP282GD 

SP282BL 

SP282GM 





Trendy handmade acetate frame ideal for teens - SF472 

50 15 135 Case 

SF472PL 

SF472RD 

SF472GY 



51 15 135 Case 

FF364GN 

FF364OR 

FF364BL 

FF364RD 

Sporty two tone full frame - FF364 



Metal half frame - SP2208 

53 17 140 Case 

SP2208RD 

SP2208GM 

SP2208BK 

SP2208BR 



Metal half frame with acetate temple - SP2205 

53 18 140 Case 

SP2205RD 

SP2205BK 

SP2205BL 



Trendy handmade acetate rectangular frame - SF492 

52 17 140 Case 

SF492RD 

SF492BL 

SF492GY 



Hand made acetate full frame - SF441 

52 18 140 Case 

SF441RD 

SF441BM 

SF441BK 

SF441BL 



Rimless metal frame - RL134 

52 17 140 Case 

RL134GD 

RL134GM 

RL134BK 



Trendy acetate frame - SF488 

51 14 135 Case 

SF488RD 

SF488WT 

SF488GY 

SF488BL 





FRAME CASES 

Black & Grey 

designer  case 
Wooden case Black & Red 

designer case 

Junior Case 



AIMZ PECTRUM PRIVATE LIMITED 
181, Peter Lane, Off-Peters Road,  

Chennai 600086, INDIA 

Hotline - 93 8040 8040 


